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Abstract

With multimodal tasks increasingly getting pop-001
ular in recent years, datasets with large scale002
and reliable authenticity are in urgent demand.003
Therefore, we present an e-commercial multi-004
modal advertising dataset, E-MMAD, which005
contains 120 thousand valid data elaborately006
picked out from 1.3 million real product exam-007
ples in both Chinese and English. Noticeably, it008
is one of the largest video captioning datasets in009
this field, in which each example has its product010
video (around 30 seconds), title, caption and011
structured information table that is observed to012
play a vital role in practice. We also introduce013
a novel task for vision-language research based014
on E-MMAD: e-commercial multimodal ad-015
vertising caption generation, which requires to016
use aforementioned product multimodal infor-017
mation to generate textual advertisement. Ac-018
cordingly, we propose a baseline method on the019
strength of structured information reasoning to020
solve the demand in reality on this dataset.021

1 Introduction022

Vision-and-Language has been drawing increasing023

attention from both computer vision and natural024

language processing communities, for there exists025

various multimodal information in real human life.026

As one of the most important tasks of vision-and-027

language (Uppal et al., 2021), multimodal text gen-028

eration (Lin et al., 2021) aims to generate high-level029

text by fusing different modal effective information,030

such as video captioning (Lei et al., 2020a; Yang031

et al., 2019; Krishna et al., 2017).032

However, there are few studies of multimodal033

text generation based on realistic multimodal data.034

One of the reasons is the lack of corresponding pub-035

licly available datasets, which can provide real-life036

multimodal information to help generate. Exist-037

ing video-text generation datasets are mostly single038

modal input and are collected by manual batch-039

written templated descriptions such as MSR-VTT040

(Xu et al., 2016), Vatex (Wang et al., 2019). While041

in practice, information can also be divided into 042

structured information and unstructured informa- 043

tion. Humans tend to use richer structured informa- 044

tion to generate appropriate text. This information 045

can make the description rigorous and reliable. In 046

this case, a large-scale and reliable dataset with 047

structured information is in urgent demand. 048

Video

Video-caption

Model

Three stripes dark sweatpants.

三条纹黑色运动裤.

男士春秋薄款运动裤纯棉宽松.

Men’s spring autumn thin 

sweatpants and cotton relaxed 

tapered. 

Video Product  Tittle Product Structured Info.

<材质:纯棉> <Material: Pure cotton>
<适用对象:青年> <Target user: Youth>

……

<修饰:束脚>  <Workmanship: Tapered>

(a). Previous work

Multimodal Advertising Caption Model

采用优质纯棉面料，亲肤舒适透气性强。裤线两边的三道纹设计更显学院复古风，斜

插口袋设计更显方便。收裤脚的裤边显出男神干净利落的时尚气质，中腰的款式让穿

着的舒适感更高。纯色系的运动裤是你衣橱中必不可少的百搭单品。

The pants are made of high-quality pure cotton fabric with a pretty comfy and breathable skin 

feel. The three-stripe design on both sides shows college retro style, and the design of side 

pockets is more convenient. The hem of tapered pants appears the spruce and fashion style of 

men, while the mid-waisted fit provides more comfortable wear. Pure-color sweatpants are the 

necessary all-match item in your wardrobe. 

(b). E-MMAD task

Figure 1: An illustration of our E-MMAD. The four
different parts of our dataset, from top to bottom are
product information(commodity displaying video, title,
structured information) and commodity advertising de-
scription. The task of our model is to use the product
information to generate corresponding advertising de-
scription. We add structured information to the original
Video Caption to assist in generating a semantically
richer caption

In this paper, we elaborately collect a large-scale 049

e-commercial multimodal advertising dataset for 050

multimodal text generation research, E-MMAD. To 051

support in-depth research, we collect a rich set of 052

product annotations. The E-MMAD dataset con- 053

sists of 120,984 product instances in both Chinese 054

and English, in which each instance has a product 055

video, a title, structured information and a cap- 056

tion. Figure 1 illustrates a sample of our E-MMAD 057

dataset. As is shown in Figure 1, E-commercial 058

multimodal advertising generation task is typically 059

more challenging than existing multimodal text 060
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generation, as the advertising description is vivid061

and information sources are abundant. More impor-062

tantly, the caption needs to cover the information063

mentioned in the structured information table but064

missed in the video.065

In response to the realistic demand for advertis-066

ing generation, we propose the e-commercial mul-067

timodal advertising generation task and approach,068

which is qualified for better performance in gener-069

ating approriate text. We propose the multimodal070

information fusion module and generation decoder071

module which make full use of the rich informa-072

tion. In addition, considering that various infor-073

mation words are often encountered in the process074

of model training and generalization, it will be075

difficult for the model to train. In the generaliza-076

tion process, since a considerable part of the nouns077

do not appear in the training, the caption quality078

generated by the model is not good enough. For079

example, when faced with unknown information080

including new brand names appearing in structured081

information, the model is not able to effectively082

identify and judge. So we propose Conceptual-083

ization Operations 4.1 to conceptualize complex084

and diverse information in real life as ontology.085

An ontology models generalized data, that is, we086

take into consideration general objects that have087

common properties and not specified individuals.088

Dataset and code will be available at our Website.089

In summary, our contributions concentrate on090

the following three aspects:091

(1) We collect a large-scale high-quality and reli-092

able e-commercial multimodal advertising dataset.093

It is one of the largest video captioning datasets094

in this field. E-MMAD is collected from human095

real life scenes and carefully selected so that it is096

qualified to meet the needs of real life.097

(2) We introduce a fresh task for vison-language098

research based on E-MMAD: e-commercial mul-099

timodal advertising generation, which requires to100

use the product multimodal information to generate101

textual advertisement.102

(3) We propose a simple yet effective baseline103

method on the strength of structured information104

reasoning to solve the demand in reality on E-105

MMAD dataset.106

2 Related Work107

2.1 Multimodal video-text generation datasets108

There are various datasets for multimodal video-109

text generation that cover a wide range of domains,110

such as movies (Rohrbach et al., 2015), cooking 111

(Das et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2018a), and Activities 112

(Xu et al., 2016). MSR-VTT (Xu et al., 2016) is 113

a widely-used dataset for video captioning, which 114

has 10,000 videos from 257 activities and was col- 115

lected in 2016. MSVD (Chen and Dolan, 2011) 116

was collected in 2011, containing 1970 videos. Ac- 117

tivityNet (Caba Heilbron et al., 2015) has 20,000 118

videos but is used for Dense Video Captioning (Kr- 119

ishna et al., 2017), which means to describe mul- 120

tiple events in a video. TVR (Lei et al., 2020b) is 121

collected from movie clips whose text is mainly 122

character dialogue. Vatex (Wang et al., 2019) is a 123

famous dataset released in 2019, whose caption is 124

written by batch manpower. Compared with some 125

mainstream datasets in Table 1, our dataset also 126

provide an additional product structured informa- 127

tion. We find that the advertising caption includes 128

a lot of structured information in fact. 129

2.2 Video Captioning Approaches 130

Video caption/description is one of the impor- 131

tant tasks in multimodal text generation. Early 132

video caption methods are all based on templates 133

(Mitchell et al., 2012; Krishnamoorthy et al., 2013). 134

However, sentences made in this way tend to be 135

rigid and stiff. The sequence-to-sequence model 136

(Venugopalan et al., 2015) is a classic work, which 137

includes an encoding phase and a decoding phase. 138

After CNN extracts the image features of the video 139

frames, an image feature is sent to the LSTM for en- 140

coding at each time step and text will be generated 141

in the decoding stage. Some of the popular prac- 142

tices recently are based on data-driven (Zhang et al., 143

2021b) and transformer-based mechanisms (Yang 144

et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2018b; Lei et al., 2020a). 145

MART (Lei et al., 2020a) can produce more coher- 146

ent, non-repetitive, and relevant text to enhance the 147

transformer architecture by using memory storage 148

units. Vx2text (Lin et al., 2021) uses multimodal 149

inputs for text generation. They use a backbone 150

(Tran et al., 2018; Ghadiyaram et al., 2019) model 151

to transform different modalities information to nat- 152

ural language and then the problem turns to natural 153

language generation. Although good progress has 154

been made by them, the original information of the 155

modal is not fully utilized and integrated. 156

3 Datasets 157

In this section, we will introduce our dataset in 158

detail, including the statistic analysis, collecting 159
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process, and comparison.160

3.1 Data Collection161

Eligible data standards

The video shows enough product 

information.

Commodity displaying lens should 

be above 50%.

The description words are concise 

and reasonable.

Different modal information 

should be closely related.

Videos should show product 

attributes as much as possible.

The length of advertising 

description is about 100 words.

Videos are free of violence, 

pornographic factors.

Unqualified data standard

Live broadcast about talking not 

showing.

The video displaying about specific 

product is insufficient.

The advertisement is exaggerated.

Product advertising description 

plagiarize the title totally.

There exist spelling errors and 

grammatical errors.

The advertising description comes 

from no foundation.

A lot of repetitive and redundant 

words in the structured 

information.

Raw Data Corpus Data Cleaning

Machine FilteringHuman Annotation

Figure 2: The process of creating a dataset, including
cleaning, machine filtering, manual post-filtering, etc.
and data specification of the dataset.

1) Dataset sources. Our dataset sources are162

the Chinese largest e-commerce website shopping163

platform (www.taobao.com), from which we164

have collected nearly 1.3 million commodity ex-165

amples with structured information. It comprised166

more than 4,000 merchandise categories to guaran-167

tee the diversity of the dataset, such as clothes,168

furniture, office supplies, etc. The information169

of each commodity data sample includes struc-170

tured information, commodity displaying video,171

title of product and commodity advertising descrip-172

tion. Different from previous works (Wang et al.,173

2019; Xu et al., 2016; Chen and Dolan, 2011),174

the sources of datasets are derived from what mer-175

chants themselves numerously design and select,176

which comply with the standard rules of the au-177

thenticity of product advertisements and are super-178

vised by false product advertising rules of Taobao.179

Specifically, videos visually display the commodity180

performance and application.181

In addition, we fully consider ethical privacy is-182

sues to ensure that the dataset has no potential neg-183

ative effects and legal issues (Gebru et al., 2018).184

All data is collected in Taobao shopping platform,185

which is a public platform for the general public.186

All information, even the characters in the video, is187

ensured to comply with Taobao laws including per- 188

sonal privacy, legal prohibitions, false information, 189

protection of minors and women, and so on. 190

In consideration of data and ethics, we perform 191

programmatic screening and manual cleaning again 192

in accordance with the established data cleaning 193

rules. Figure 2 shows our data collection process. 194

2) Data filtering. The intention for data filtering 195

is to determine whether the product advertising de- 196

scription is closely related to the product displaying 197

video, and whether the structured information of 198

the product is in accordance with the composition 199

of the product advertising description and ethical 200

considerations. The product attributes structured 201

information and product displaying video will be 202

valid only if human being can write similar prod- 203

uct advertising descriptions with them. We use 204

programs to screen and judge at first, traversing 205

the values of structured information. Our screen- 206

ing basis is the proportion of structured informa- 207

tion words in the product advertising description. 208

When the proportion is up to n words or more, the 209

data will be reserved as valid data. After copy- 210

writers’ continuous attempt to generate advertising 211

descriptions with structured information words that 212

account for different proportions, we finally deter- 213

mine the structured information with more than 214

five words in the product advertising description 215

as valid data and form 207,852 machine-screened 216

data. 217

By virtue of this, we respectively test different 218

groups of random data to formulate screening and 219

judgment rules. Multiple copywriters tested and 220

discussed to make the manual evaluation criterion 221

several times. Finally, different testers sample 222

100 examples randomly according to the judgment 223

rules of Figure 2, and the pass rate is mostly about 224

60%. In this case, we validate the manual screening 225

rules and draw the conclusion that random subjec- 226

tive factors hardly have any influence. So far, the 227

manual data screening and judging rules have been 228

formed, as is shown in Figure 2. 229

3) Data annotation. We invited 25 professional 230

advertising copywriters as data screening and an- 231

notation staff to conduct manual screening under 232

the rules of Figure 2 and The Toronto Declaration . 233

Manual screening of all data also ensures that each 234

piece of data complies with the Toronto Declara- 235

tion and Taobao laws to protect gender equality, 236

racial equality, etc. In order to ensure the reliabil- 237

ity of the data, we use the following two methods 238
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Table 1: Comparison with other datasets. Videos, Average Time, Caption Length, Classes respectively represent the
total number of videos in the dataset, the average video time in the dataset, the average length of the captions in the
dataset and the number of instance types in the dataset. Input Modality indicates the input of the dataset, e.g. from
Video to Text, Multimodal to Text. Structure info. means whether the dataset contains structured information. There
are 3,876 keys of the structure information in E-MMAD dataset. en means English version dataset and zh means
Chinese version dataset.

Datasets #Videos Average
Time

Caption
Length #Classes Input Modality Structure

Info.
MSR-VTT (Xu et al., 2016) 10,000 14.8s 9 257 Video ×

MSVD (Chen and Dolan, 2011) 1,970 9.0s 8 - Video ×
TVR (Lei et al., 2020b) 21,800 9.0s 13 - Video-query ×

VaTEX (en/zh) (Wang et al., 2019) 41,269 10.0s 15/13 600 Video ×
FFVD (zh) (Zhang et al., 2020) 32,763 27.7s 62 - Video - Attribute ×
BFVD (zh) (Zhang et al., 2020) 43,166 11.7s 93 - Video - Attribute ×

E-MMAD (en/zh) 120,984 30.4s 97/67 4,863 Video - Title - Structure info. ✓

to sample and verify: (1). Add verification steps.239

We will send back samples that have been anno-240

tated right answers to annotators from time to time241

to check their work quality. (2). Multiple peo-242

ple Choices. The data is sent to different people243

randomly. Only if the answers of all people are244

consistently passable, can this data be qualified.245

Finally, 120,984 valid data has been generated. Si-246

multaneously, we also translate the filtered valid247

data into English so that both Chinese and English248

versions can be provided in the dataset. To en-249

sure the quality of the English version, we use the250

WMT2019 Chinese-English translation champion,251

Baidu machine translation. We also monitor the252

translation quality in the manual screening section,253

such as random checking in batch translation, using254

text error correction to monitor retranslation, and255

back translation comparison.256

After 25 people’s diligent work of manual data257

labeling and cleaning, there are 120,984 valid data258

selected finally.259

3.2 Dataset Analysis260

Among the 207,852 data we send for annotation,261

there are 120,984 eligible samples passing the262

screening. We make an elaborate analysis on these263

valid data and the result is shown in Figure3. In264

addition to this, Figure 3 reveals the distribution265

of the product videos’ duration and advertising de-266

scriptions.267

By Table 1 comparison, we can find that our268

product advertising descriptions are not only at269

least twice longer than others, but also root in270

more vivid and realistic ones used in practice. The271

whole statistics about the structured information272

in our dataset is displayed in Figure 3 (d). What’s273

more, there exist average 21 structured information274

words in each sample and 6.2 words of them are275

finally displayed in its product advertising descrip- 276

tion. The (e) shows the abundance of our datasets 277

source classes. 278

3.3 Dataset Comparison 279

In Table 1, we make a comparison between our 280

dataset and others from the following several 281

perspectives: dataset scale, dataset diversity and 282

dataset reliability. 283

1)Dataset scale: As shown in Table 1, the size 284

of our E-MMAD is the largest multimodal dataset 285

among those we have already known so far, with 286

the longest video duration and text length, and the 287

richest structured information in the dataset. 288

2)Dataset Diversity: In terms of types, our 289

dataset consists of 4,863 categories. Our dataset 290

is also available in Chinese and English two ver- 291

sions, to support multi-language research, which 292

cannot be satisfied by a single language dataset. 293

At the same time, our Chinese and English corpus 294

is richer in vocabulary, which can generate more 295

natural and diversified video descriptions. 296

3)Dataset Reliability: Compared with other 297

manual batch-written descriptions(Wang et al., 298

2019) and mechanically generated data, our data 299

annotation is derived from the real society. Each of 300

them is an exclusive description genuinely written 301

by corresponding store. Besides, the videos in our 302

dataset are from the real product shooting scene, 303

other than clips from Youtube or movies. We firmly 304

believe that only resorting to reliable dataset, can 305

we train models better. Therefore, we invest con- 306

siderable amount of manpower and time in order 307

to promote our dataset quality. 308

3.4 Dataset Significance 309

To the extent of our knowledge, the dataset we pro- 310

pose is the largest multi-modal dataset so far, and 311
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Figure 3: Statistics about the five different forms of data
in our dataset. The data statistics are presented in terms
of video, structured information, caption, and the main
classes of the dataset contained, respectively.

the information involved is also the most diverse,312

which can better optimize and improve the perfor-313

mance of multi-modality models and promote their314

generalization ability to adapt to different scenarios315

in real world. For subsequent work, with the abun-316

dant and diverse information involved, our dataset317

can be dedicated to several multi-modality domain318

tasks, such as Video Retrieval (Lei et al., 2020b),319

Product Search (Chang et al., 2021) and so on. In320

our future work, we will build more versatile e-321

commerce datasets which can cover most tasks in322

this field based on this dataset.323

4 Method324

In this work, we present a novel approach called325

the Multi-modal Fusion and Generation algorithm326

as shown in Figure 4, which extracts feature rep-327

resentations from three sources: the product title,328

structured information(structured words) and the329

displaying video’s frames and fuse them to gener- 330

ate captions. Faced with various information words, 331

our model uses ontology, a method of conceptualiz- 332

ing information. That is to pre-process the various 333

data, conceptualize and extract information from 334

the complex information words to Key as highly 335

conceptual network features. For the restoration of 336

complex information in the generation phase, we 337

only need to perform the inverse conceptualization 338

operation at the end. 339

4.1 Conceptualization 340

During the training process, we pre-conceptualize 341

the true product descriptions. The formula is as 342

follows: 343

V aluesgr = SW.values
⋂

GR.tokens; (1) 344

kgr ∈ SW.keys; (2) 345

tokengr → kgr,

∀ tokengr ∈ V aluesgr. (3) 346

In the generation process, the raw caption with 347

conceptualized information generated by the model 348

is de-conceptualized to obtain the final caption. 349

The de-conceptualization is as follows: 350

V aluesrc = SW.keys
⋂

RC.tokens; (4) 351

vgr ∈ SW.values; (5) 352

rc_token → vgr,

∀ rc_token ∈ V aluesrc. (6) 353

Among them, Equation 3/6, A → B means re- 354

placing token A with token B. A ∈ C means 355

token A is an element of set C. GR.tokens and 356

RC.tokens are the sets of corresponding n-gram 357

phrases in ground truth and raw caption, respec- 358

tively. SW.values and SW.keys respectively cor- 359

respond to the sets of keys and values in the struc- 360

tured information. In terms of the model input, 361

the ontology of the structured information part is 362

conceptual value words. An ontology models gen- 363

eralized data, that is, we take into consideration 364

general objects that have common properties and 365

not specified individuals. By this, the 3,876 types 366

of Keys represent the various information words as 367

the highly conceptual network feature input. We 368

also reference the title as the basis to determine the 369

priority position of each key according to the order 370

in which the structured information appears in the 371

title. 372
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The pants are made of high-

quality pure cotton fabric with 

a pretty comfy and breathable 

skin feel. The three-stripe

design on both sides shows 

college retro style, and the 

design of side pockets is more 

convenient. The hem of tapered

pants appears the spruce and 

fashion style of men, while the 

mid waisted fit provides a more 

comfortable wear. Pure-color 

sweatpants are necessary all-

match item in your wardrobe. 

Title Embedding

Men’s spring autumn thin 

sweatpants with three stripes 

trendy brand tapered casual 

pants men’s cotton relaxed

tapered sweatpants.

3D ConvNet Ontology Embedding

Multimodal Information Fusion

Generation Decoder

Deconceptualized
The pants are made of high-quality material fabric with a pretty 

comfy and breathable skin feel. The design feature ······Pattern

category are necessary all-match item in your wardrobe.

Key Value

Gender Male

Brand Dingmu

Style Fashion Brand

Pattern Pure Color

Style 

elements
Relaxed fit

······

Season Spring and 

Autumn

Conceptualize Key

Extraction

Raw 

Generated 

Caption

Select from

Key to Value

1 2 3 4 5 n
+

Ground

Truth:

Structured Information

Gender Season Category Design 

Feature

Work-

manship
… Last Key 

Token

Figure 4: The overall architecture of our model, which contains three main parts: the representation for multimodal
information, the multimodal fusion module based on self-attention and the generation decoder module on the basis
of (Radford et al., 2019). According to the Key-Value, the used Structure information words are conceptualized as
ontology to face the various words such as assorted brands in real life.

4.2 Representation373

Textual Information. Given a product title as a374

list of K words, conceptualized product attributes375

as a list of N keys, we embed these words and keys376

into the corresponding sequence of d-dimensional377

feature vectors using trainable embeddings (Zhang378

et al., 2021a; Devlin et al., 2018). In addition, since379

the keys of structured information are prioritized,380

we use position embedding to represent the priority381

position of the keys.382

Visual Information. Given a sequence of video383

frames/clips of length S, we feed it into pre-trained384

3D CNNs(Ji et al., 2012) to obtain visual fea-385

tures V = {v1, v2, . . . , vK} ∈ RS×dv , which386

are further encoded to compact representations387

R ∈ RS×d, which have the same dimension as the388

representation of textual information via a Visual389

Embedding Layer. The Visual Embedding Layer390

can be formalized as following:391

fV EL(v) = BN(g ◦ v̄ + (1− g) ◦ v̂); (7)392

v̄ = W1v
⊤; (8)393

v̂ = tanh (W2v̄) ; (9)394

g = σ (W3v̄) . (10)395

BN denotes batch normalization, ◦ is the element-396

wise product, σ means sigmoid function, W1 ∈397

Rd×dv and {W2,W3} ∈ Rd×d are learnable398

weights.399

4.3 Multimodal Fusion 400

After embedding all information from each modal- 401

ity as vectors in the d-dimensional joint embedding 402

space, we use a stack of L transformer layers with 403

a hidden dimension of d to fuse the multi-modal 404

information consisting of a list of all K +N + S 405

modalities from
{
vframes
S

} {
vwords
K

}
and

{
v

keys
N

}
. 406

Through the self-attention mechanism in trans- 407

former, we can model inter- and intra- modality 408

context. The output from our Multimodal Informa- 409

tion Fusion and Reinforcement module is a list of 410

d-dimensional feature vectors for entities in each 411

modality, which can be seen as their interrelated 412

embedding in multimodal context. In this work, 413

the parameters chosen for our the module are con- 414

sistent with the parameters of BERT-base (L=12, 415

H=768, A=12), where L, H, A represents the num- 416

ber of layers, the hidden size, and the number of 417

self-attention heads respectively. 418

4.4 Generation Decoder 419

Our model’s decoder is a left-to-right Transformer 420

decoder, which is similar to the model architec- 421

ture of (Chen et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2018). 422

The decoder accesses multimodal fusion outputs 423

at each layer with a multi-head attention (Vaswani 424

et al., 2017). Specifically, the decoder applies a 425

multi-headed self-attention over the caption textual 426

feature. After that, the position-wise feed forward 427

layer was used to produce a distribution probability 428

of each generation tokens for the final generated 429
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Table 2: Performance (%) comparison with our proposed model and others. The NACF + multi-input means that we
concat the structured information and title with video feature directly as input. On the premise of fair comparison,
the following methods are relatively classic and available, which are applicable on E-MMAD by our objective
attempts.

Version Input Method Bleu1 Bleu2 Bleu3 Bleu4 Rouge_L CIDEr

en

Text NLG (Chen et al., 2019) 13.6 6.8 3.1 1.9 13.0 10.1
Video NACF (Yang et al., 2019) 18.9 7.9 3.9 2.2 15.3 14.8

Multimodal
NACF + multi-input 20.0 8.5 4.3 2.4 17.8 18.5
TVC (Lei et al., 2020b) 21.3 12.4 6.2 3.7 19.3 22.5
Ours (en) 25.0 16.6 9.6 7.2 25.3 29.1

zh-CN
Text CPM (zh) (Zhang et al., 2021a) 7.9 4.6 1.1 0.5 7.2 8.3

Multimodal ours (zh) 11.6 6.5 4.4 2.2 12.5 15.3

caption. There is a description of part of the for-430

mula for the decoder module:431

h0 = V cap ·Wt + PE ·Wp; (11)432

hl = Trans_Block (hl−1) ; (12)433

P (w) = Softmax
(
hnW

T
e

)
; (13)434

PE(pos,2i) = sin
(
pos/100002i/dmodel

)
; (14)435

PE(pos,2i+1) = cos
(
pos/100002i/dmodel

)
; (15)436

where V cap = {v1, v2, . . . , vx} is the textual vec-437

tor of caption, n is the number of layers, ∀l ∈ [1, n],438

and Wt, Wp is the learnabale weight for caption em-439

bedding feature and position encoding respectively.440

Trans_Block represents a block of the decoder441

in the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). We re-442

fer to (Radford et al., 2019) as the model decoder443

architecture.444

5 Experiments445

In this section, we will show a series of experi-446

ments of our proposed model on E-MMAD, includ-447

ing ablation studies, comparison experiments and448

state-of-the-art video caption methods and human449

evaluation.450

5.1 Implementation Details451

All the experiments are conducted on Nvidia Ti-452

tanX GPU. The proposed model is implemented453

with PyTorch. For the representations of videos, we454

follow (Yang et al., 2019) for fairness and opt for455

the same type, first extract 3D features with 2048456

dimensions, 2048-D image features from ResNet-457

101 (Hara et al., 2017) pre-trained on ImageNet458

dataset. For generation decoder, we use <sep> to459

separate the input from the ground truth of caption.460

We adopt diverse automatic evaluation metrics to461

compare with other model: BLEU (Papineni et al.,462

2002), Rouge-L (Lin, 2004), and CIDEr (Vedantam 463

et al., 2015). It is worth noticing that the focus of 464

the CIDEr evaluation metric is on whether the gen- 465

erated caption captures the major information or 466

not. Since the major information captured by each 467

model is different, the key information component 468

of the generated caption will not be the same, but 469

it is cognitive at the semantic level, so the CIDEr 470

evaluation metric will have a relatively large fluctu- 471

ation. Our model introduces structured information 472

so that the generated caption can include most of 473

the major information. Therefore, the caption gen- 474

erated by our model can achieve significant results 475

in the evaluation index of CIDEr. 476

5.2 Comparison with Other Approaches 477

During the comparison experiments, we uniformly 478

divided the Chinese and English versions of our 479

dataset into training set, validation set and test set 480

in the ratio of 6:2:2 for training and testing. Since 481

the current mainstream models do not use multi- 482

modal data for captioning, we use unimodal data 483

for captioning on some classic and available meth- 484

ods, such as video caption, nlg, etc. For the sake of 485

fairness of comparison, we simply modify the input 486

part of the above experimental model to accommo- 487

date multimodal data. As we can see from Table 2, 488

the comparison of the results before and after the 489

model modification shows that multimodal data 490

can substantially improve text generation tasks. It 491

indicates that multimodal information indeed helps 492

captioning by modal information between the mu- 493

tual enhancement. As shown in Table 2 our al- 494

gorithm achieves a better performance than other 495

methods because our model makes better use of 496

multimodal data in the means of fusing different 497

modalities and structured information to reason. 498
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5.3 Ablation studies499

Multimodal Input. We perform ablation studies500

based on changing the input components of our501

proposed model as a way to validate the impor-502

tance of our proposed dataset containing structured503

information. As shown in Table 3, we analyze the504

gap between the generated caption of the model505

and the real commodity advertising description in506

the absence of partial information. As we can see,507

the absence of any of the three input components508

significantly degrades the final generated caption509

result. From our analysis of the generated caption,510

we can conclude that: 1) the lack of structured511

information will make the generated caption less512

informative, rigorous and reliable.513

Table 3: Performance comparison with our proposed
model by masking different parts of input and only using
the remainder as input. Here "Title", "SI" and "Video"
indicates commodity title, structured information and
commodity displaying video respectively.

Input Bleu1 Bleu2 Bleu3 Bleu4 Rouge_L CIDEr
SI & Video 22.8 14.8 6.9 5.5 22.2 25.3
Title & Video 19.5 9.4 4.5 3.1 16.4 15.7
Video 15.9 6.4 3.4 2.1 15 13.2
Title & SI 22.0 13.8 5.8 4.9 20.6 23.7

2) The lack of a commodity title or displaying514

video will impair the foundation of generated text.515

In addition, the structured information is like a516

knowledge base, which can promote inference and517

judgment to generate appropriate caption.518

Conceptual Operation. Considering that writ-519

ing product descriptions in real life often involves520

a great number of unfamiliar words, which makes521

it hard for the model to identify and remember522

its feature when facing a new word, such as new523

brand name. The predecessor’s approach tend to524

use as much corpus and large model parameters as525

possible, which brings huge difficulties to natural526

language generation. In this case, we proposed the527

Conceptualization operation. As shown in Table 4 ,528

we conduct ablation experiments about Conceptual-529

ization on the Chinese and English datasets. As for530

models without conceptual operations, we use un-531

conceptualized captions as the ground truth to train.532

We directly input unordered structured words for533

the input of the model. Experiments have proved534

that the Conceptualization operation can indeed535

bring a significant effect improvement, because536

this method can conceptualize and extract informa-537

tion from complex information in the dataset, and538

thus highly conceptualize network features. We539

expect this discovery to inspire the community.
Table 4: Performance comparison of whether our pro-
posed model has conceptual operations (CO).

Operation Bleu1 Bleu2 Bleu3 Bleu4 Rouge_L CIDEr
ours w/o CO (en) 23.8 15.4 8.1 6.4 24.2 27.3
ours w/o CO (zh) 9.9 5.5 2.8 1.5 10.1 12.4
ours w/ CO (en) 25.0 16.6 9.6 7.2 25.3 29.1
ours w/ CO (zh) 11.6 6.5 4.4 2.2 12.5 15.3

5405.4 Human Assessment 541

It is well-known that the human evaluation met- 542

rics for video captioning are required due to the 543

inaccurate evaluation by automatic metrics. We es- 544

pecially focus on advertising generation, which de- 545

pend on human aesthetics. So we invite the people 546

involved in the data annotation and new advertising 547

slogan designers to conduct the human evaluation. 548

We select 200 samples from the test dataset and 549

each evaluator evaluate each of these 200 samples 550

to reflect the performance of our model by rating 551

whether the caption generated by our model can 552

be used as a description of the product. As the re- 553

sult shows in Table 5, the caption generated by our 554

model has a certain degree of pass rating, whose 555

results can be approbated by people. Therefore, 556

this is also acceptable that our experiments on Ta- 557

ble 2 did not achieve high scores for mechanical 558

evaluation indicators. 559

Table 5: The results of the human evaluation, reflecting
the proportion of the 200 examples where the model
generated caption could be used as a product descrip-
tion that describes the reasonableness of the generated
caption. Annotators are from the dataset annotation and
persons are from the frequent online shopping masses.

Annotator 1 Annotator 2 Annotator 3 Person 1 Person 2 Person 3
Pass 42% 44% 43% 48% 56% 53%

6 Conclusion and Future Work 560

This research sets out to provide an e-commercial 561

multimodal advertising dataset, E-MMAD, which 562

is one of the largest video captioning datasets in 563

this field. Based on E-MMAD, we also present 564

a novel task: e-commercial multimodal advertis- 565

ing generation, and propose a baseline method on 566

the strength of structured information reasoning to 567

solve the realistic demand. We hope the release of 568

our E-MMAD would facilitate the development of 569

multimodal generation problems. However, there 570

still exist limitations about our dataset and method 571

that should be acknowledged. Moving forward, we 572

are planning to extend E-MMAD to better perfor- 573

mance and more diversified tasks by exploring new 574

model structures, fine-grained and so on. 575
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